English
Our first piece of writing
will be based around the
book ‘The Great Chocoplot’
by Chris Callaghan. We will
be writing our own 3rd
Person Narrative stories
based around this.
We will then be writing our very own
Journal, as if we were a child in the
Mayan era.

Art & DT
We will be looking at the history of mask-wearing in the Mayan
civilisation as well as designing and making our own! The Mayan’s
wore three types of mask and the children will chose to design one
of the following:
•

Event mask

•

Celebration mask

•

Death mask

to signify events, celebrations and death.

Maya Civilisation

touching on Position and Direction.
Year 5 will be working on Position
and Direction too at the start of
the term. They will then look at Unit
Conversion, before finishing the
year with some work on Volume.

RHSE

We will be thinking
about our journey to
school, learning to say
in French the various

We will be focusing
on enterprise and
entrepreneurship.
What sort of jobs
will be available when
we are older?

modes of transport
we use and learning
compass points.

Humanities
We will be studying civilisations this term, with
our focus being the Maya Civilisations. How
different was their society to ours? What
legacy did the Mayan’s leave behind. What does

Maths
Year 4 will initially be going over our
Times Tables, ready in preparation
for the Multiplication Check in week
2. We will then finish off our work
on Time. We will then cover
Properties of Shape before

French

Term 6

Oak Class

Year 4/5
Computing

PE
We will be developing our tennis
skills this term with Premier

Can we believe everything we

Sport on a Friday. As well as
doing some Athletics in

researching into Fake News, how
news can spread so fast online

preparation for Sports Day on a

and why do people create it.

read online? We will be

the average day of a Mayan child look like? We
will be building our own models of a civilisation
too.
Music Our final term in music brings together
everything we have learnt so far this year.
Using our knowledge of Music History and
musical terminology to break down and
understand new tracks.
Science

Tuesday.

RE
For our final term we will be learning about Commitment. What
is commitment? When do we/others need to be committed?

Our topic this term is ‘Animals Including
Humans’. We will study the changes humans go
through as they grow and the life-cycles of all
other species.

Oak Class Home Learning – Term 6
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

The ancient Maya developed a
sophisticated calendar system.
There were three calendars called
The Long Count, The Haab and
The Tzolk’in.

Build your very own Maya pyramid
temple.

Create a fact file on a Mayan
God.

Use as many recycled materials as
you can find at home!

Why did they prey to your chosen
God? What were they the God of?
Were they an important God in
daily Maya life?

Research each of the three
calendars. What were they used
for?
How long did each calendar last?
Option 4

Illustrate your fact file too!

Option 5

Read some Mayan Myths and write
one of your own, illustrate it too. Research Mayan Art and create
your own piece of artwork inspired
What magical powers will your
by what your research finds.
hero have?

Option 6

The Maya farmed maize… Cook
something with sweetcorn in it!
The Maya discovered chocolate.
Cook something with chocolate in it

Alongside regular practice of:
• Reading x5 days a week for 5-10 minutes
Please complete a minimum of three tasks from the home learning menu during this term.
• Using the given spellings to create sentences
• Multiplication booklet
• Complete your weekly Ed Shed assignments and enjoy playing any of their learning games

